The project « Adriatic intergenerational debate to face Eurocepticism »
was funded with the support of the European Union under the
Programme "Europe for Citizens"
Applicable to the Strand 2 – Measure 2.1 "Town-Twinning”
Participation: The project involved 210 citizens, notably 105 participants from the city of Svetvnčenat (Croatia),
105 participants from the city of Gradara (Italy) etc.
Location/ Dates: The event took place in Svetvinčenat (Svetvinčenat, Croatia), from 11/05/2018 to 13/05/2018
Short description:
The day of 11/05/2018 was dedicated to arrival of participants, their gathering and their accommodation. On
Friday,the arrival of participants was at 4 pm, at the square of Svetvinčenat. The participants of Gradara were
welcomed at the square, and after a institutional greetings all participants went to a joint dinner. After a joint dinner,
“Historical Association Kaštel od Svetvinčenat” held a medieval performance of knights fighting at the Morosini Grimani castle. This was also opportunity to guest from Gradara to enjoy a night walk through through the castle
by the walls of castle.
The day of 12/05/2018 was dedicated to the main part of Twinning project. The first part of the day was
dedicated to the debate against Euroscepticism. Before that Mayors of both Municipalities, Svetvinčenat and
Gradara, salute their citizens, and gave a appropriate speech to the important day for both the municipalities and
their citizens and the influence to cooperation that already exist between these two municipalities. After that started
a debate against Euroscepticism. Also on the discussion we debate on the future of Europe, and on the theme of
young and them possibility. The debate was in the relaxed atmosphere and the participants express and exchange
their opinion about being a part of European Union. The participants from Croatia share their positive experience
of being a part, not only from the day that is become a member, but also the period before, where was a lot of
possibility to apply to several EU bunds. Italian participants also shared their positive experience, and they gave
the note on young that have much possibility in educational mobility, touristic and social. Participants agreed that
in this period to young is easier to study all around the Europe, it easier to travel, to find a job, that Europe is a big
country of knowledge with big opportunity, equally for everyone.
This part of debate, was followed by the presentation of the common souvenir, which was created from this
program. The common souvenir is a Chocolate box with pralines in the form of a cannon called „Bombarda“ that is
the oldest Venetian weapon, which examples were found in both municipalities. After that, it was signed a Town
Twinning agreement.
The second part of debate was located on the wooden castle San.Michael, theme park near by Svetvinčenat,
where was organized a fair for the agricultural and manufacture producers of both municipalities. That part of
debate was dedicated to small agricultural producers, on this way they had an opportunity to present their product
but they also discussed about their experience in European Union, which are the benefit of presenting them
product on a market that include more than 500 million inhabitants. All the possibilities, and all the problems that
they as small producers confront each day.
The day of 13/05/2018 was dedicated to cultural heritage in the municipality of Svetvinčenat. The participants
visited the sights of Svetvincenat, Morosini - Grimani Castle, the churches that are within the place and the
museum of weapons, where is also located and preserved Bombarda from Svetvinčenat. After this, followed the
institutional greetings of the municipality and the return of Italian participants at home.

Applicable to the Strand 2 – Measure 2.2 "Networks of Towns"
Measure 2.3 "Civil Society Projects"
Strand 1 – "European Rememberance"
…. events have been carried out within this project:
Event 1
Participation: The event involved ... citizens, including .... participants from the city of ... (country),
.... participants from the city of .... (country) etc.
Location / Dates: The event took place in ... (city, country), from dd/mm/yyyy to dd/mm/yyyy
Short description: The aim of the event was …..
Event 2
Participation: The event involved ... citizens, including .... participants from the city of ... (country),
.... participants from the city of .... (country) etc.
Location / Dates: The event took place in ... (city, country), from dd/mm/yyyy to dd/mm/yyyy
Short description: The aim of the event was …..
Event 3
Participation: The event involved ... citizens, including .... participants from the city of ... (country),
.... participants from the city of .... (country) etc.
Location / Dates: The event took place in ... (city, country), from dd/mm/yyyy to dd/mm/yyyy
Short description: The aim of the event was …..
Event 4, 5 etc.

